Harvest Moon: One World is Coming to PlayStation 4
The Newly Released Box Art Reveals a New World to Explore!
Burlingame, CA. – May 28, 2020 – Natsume Inc., a worldwide developer and publisher of
family-oriented video games, today announced its latest title, Harvest Moon: One World, will be
coming to PlayStation 4 later this year in North and South America. Harvest Moon: One
World was announced for Nintendo Switch earlier this month. The new title in the beloved
franchise will launch on both PlayStation 4 and Nintendo Switch this fall in North and South
America.
Natsume shared a first look at the new art style and new world in the official box art.

"We are excited to share the first look at the new art for Harvest Moon: One World, which gives
you a sneak peek at the vast world filled with mystery, challenges, new friends, and farming fun

that awaits players,” said Hiro Maekawa, President and CEO of Natsume. "We are also excited
to officially confirm it is coming to the PlayStation 4 alongside the Switch. The Harvest Moon
franchise has a long history on the Sony platforms including releases on the original PlayStation,
PlayStation 2, 3 and 4 as well as the PS Vita and PSP.”
Fledgling farmers will explore an entire world full of new and familiar faces, unique villages, and
adventurous challenges while managing their growing farm. The new title is being developed
with an all-new engine and graphics.
Can you imagine a world without tomatoes, strawberries, or even cabbage? That's the situation
players will find themselves in in the latest entry in the Harvest Moon series. Only an old book
gives hints of what once was... Buoyed by a mysterious discovery, however, players will find
themselves setting out on an adventure that spans not only their hometown but the whole
world! What kind of people and places await? From the gorgeous beaches of Halo Halo to the
snowy mountains of Salmiakki, there's literally an entire world to explore!
Players can follow the latest news for all of the beloved Natsume franchises
at www.natsume.com and get a scoop on all of the latest Natsume updates, reveals, contests,
screenshots and more at:

###
Download the new box art here: https://soclevercomm.box.com/v/HarvestMoonOneWorld
About Harvest Moon
The first game in the series was released in North America in 1997 and has continued to see a
steady rise of popularity and players, making it one of today's most beloved franchises. Harvest
Moon is revered for being a non-violent, family-oriented game for everyone, and there have
been more than 31 games released in the series. A full history of the games in the franchise can
be seen here.
About Natsume Inc.
Natsume Inc. is a worldwide developer and publisher that specialize in unique and familyoriented interactive entertainment software for a variety of platforms. Most known for

publishing Reel Fishing and Harvest Moon, Natsume is dedicated to producing quality video
games. For more information about Natsume Inc. visit www.natsume.com
Press contact for Natsume: Mika Kelly, mika@soclevercomm.com, 408.693.0176

